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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

12 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

13 / 15

c) Target Market Size

10 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

10 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

8 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

53 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

2 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

8 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

6 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

3 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

1/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

2 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

22 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public?

15 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

10 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

5/5
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d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

8 / 10

Total Points - Team

38 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

15 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

8 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

3/5

d) Governance infrastructure

10 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

7 / 10

Total Points - Governance

43 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

15 / 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

10 / 10

Total Points - Regulatory

25 / 25

Total

181 / 250

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer:
B.protocol is a permissionless backstop liquidity protocol aimed at bringing more stability and higher capital efficiency
to DeFi lending platforms.
B.protocol v1 was more focused on the stability of lending protocols and solving MEV (Miner Extractable Value)
problems. The backstop liquidity system worked on the principle that Backstop Liquidity Providers (BLPs) buy the
rights to liquidate under-collateralized loans and share their profits (price for the privilege) with the users of the
platform. In this way, users who migrated their positions on B.protocol received additional yield while BLPs avoid “gas
wars” against liquidation bots. Bprotocol v1 only supports Maker DAO and Compound migrations.
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(source: Bprotocol documentation v1 + excluding Aave)
Bprotocol team no longer uses v1 (deprecated) because with as much as 250m TVL it was difficult to attract
Backstop Liquidity Providers to participate in that system.
B.protocol v2 was launched on June 2021, and named Backstop Automated Market Maker (B.AMM) - an automatic
market maker optimized for liquidations on lending platforms with the fully autonomous smart contract and capital
efficiency to handle liquidations of big debt with smaller capital requirements. The image below shows BAMM's
high-level system design:

(source: B.protocol documentation v2)
B.AMM system is highly dynamic and has a circular design which consists of four main components:
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●
●

●

IDLE - component stores user deposits and uses that funds when they are not used for liquidation to generate
yield in Compound or in Uniswap v2 pool (DAI/ETH).
BITE - component that connects IDLE to lending platforms with integrated BAMM and on request, it withdraws
funds from IDLE - executes liquidation - and transfers returned collateral to REBALANCE component. This
module can be simply described as liquidator - "take funds from one component - perform liquidation transfer funds to next component".
REBALANCE - component that sells liquidated collateral in return for the liquidated asset. The return of the
sale is transferred to the RETURN component. During liquidation comes the imbalance of inventory
Total portfolio value increases because of liquidation premium (discount), but after liquidation B.AMM has a
more liquidated asset (previous debt) than liquidation asset (repay asset). The role of the REBALANCE
component is to sell the excess ”debt asset” back to “repay asset” and this is done by offering the imbalance
for sale according to a special price function. (price function depends on the imbalance and the market price)

●

RETURN - component deposits the funds back in the IDLE component

Bprotocol v2 BAMM uses Curve Finance stable swap invariant to price assets, because (from documentation):” Its
core property is that it has a target portfolio (i.e., target ratio between two or more assets) and it provides different
slippage according to the distance from the target portfolio, and the bigger the target is, the bigger the slippage is. This
property makes it ideal to use the stable swap invariant for the automated rebalancing process. However, the stable
swap invariant was tailored to correlated asset classes, e.g., DAI and USDT.”
B.AMM Rebalance Algorithm differs from AMM algorithms:
●
●

In Rebalance mechanism bigger sell in quantity results in a lower market price change (per unit) because the
outcome of that sell is a more balanced position
In Rebalance mechanism ask price come with a discount which depends on the imbalance upon liquidation.
Other AMM mechanisms always try to sell assets above market price.

Since Curve Stable Swap invariant works only for correlated assets, BAMM has adjusted the formula by normalizing all
inventory (in all 4 components) to USD value using price feed and selling assets with discount only from Rebalance
component.
Bprotocol in collaboration with 1kx launched Risk DAO - a service DAO with a focus on providing an open-source risk
assessment framework and audits for Defi lending and borrowing protocols and Layer1 networks. Risk DAO should be
an alternative to the Gauntlet Network - a financial modeling platform that uses techniques from the algorithmic
trading industry and applies them on Defi protocols (Lending protocols) for risk assessment, improving capital
efficiency, incentives, and other management improvements.
B.protocol is the first protocol that trying improve liquidations on lending protocols. Protocol v1 was more of
innovation from an organizational perspective by isolating liquidation events from MEV impact. Protocol v2 introduces
technical innovation by adjusting the Stable Swap invariant for liquidation backstop purpose and usage of formula for
uncorrelated assets. Participation in the establishment of Risk DAO can also be considered an organizational
innovation, but the project is still at an early stage.
The score is lower by -2 because Risk DAO is in an early stage and still unproven, and an additional -1 on the score
because the BAMM formula isn't created from scratch (Curve invariant).

Score: 12
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b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer:
Liquidation resides at the core of lending platforms, synthetic assets, derivatives, and stable coins. The B.AMM offer a
more efficient and decentralized solution for these platforms. Currently, B.protocol is oriented only on Lending
platforms trying to solve their three main problems:
●
●
●

Lending protocols offer poor leverage x3-x5 - with BAMM can be supported higher leverage (up to x20)
Unable to support long-tail asset
Lending protocols rely on keepers - which is expensive

(source: Defi Llama)
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Integration

TVL

Total liquidation

Imbalance

Liquity (legacy)
LUSD/ETH(Ethereum)

$19,921,226

$9,837,655

$10,293

Liquity - LUSD/ETH(Ethereum)

$10,385,622

$930,258

$7,638

Hundred Finance (USDC) (Fantom)

$131,794

$51,469

0

Hundred Finance (DAI) (Fantom)

$194,253

$84,911

0

Vesta VST/gOHM

$204,638

$203,486

98

Vesta VST/renBTC

N/A

N/A

N/A

Vesta VST/ETH

$72,163

$3,076

50

(source: Bprotocol Dashboard)
Liquidations are critical part of lending protocol system (systematic risk) stability, and B.protocol offer solution that
with lower capital requirements can solve liquidations, but as can be seen from table above Bprotocol hasn’t proven
full capabilities on liquidations with larger amounts.
Protocol besides performing efficient liquidations act as a yield generator most time when funds stay in IDLE
component (when liquidations don't occur).
B.protocol earnings from executed liquidations are around ~$37k which is visible in these 3 addresses Hundred/Vesta fee pool: https://arbiscan.io/address/0xf2bb803010fa55ab60af1a4740d1a1d6c9c93a39#code
Hundred Fantom fee pool: https://ftmscan.com/address/0x8f95c99d8f2d03729c1300e59fc38299d831a7f7
Liquity fee pool: https://etherscan.io/address/0x7095F0B91A1010c11820B4E263927835A4CF52c9
Bprotocol has shown signs of market fit by operating on several lending platforms with successfully performed
liquidations, however, the protocol has not yet faced more serious challenges (i.e. cascading liquidations) and
because of that score is lower by -2.
Score: 13

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer:
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B.prototocol is a backstop AMM currently optimized only for liquidations on Lending platforms and CDPs although
Synthetic assets and Derivatives protocols also use liquidations for the purpose of stabilizing the system. Dividing the
Bprotocol target market by TAM, SAM, and SOM method, it is evident that the liquidation market is quite large
considering the Web3 market:
TAM (Total addressable market)
For B.protocol total addressable market represents the following Defi categories: Lending protocols ($22.26b), CDP
protocols/stablecoin issuers ($10.71b), Synthetic Asset Issuer ($269.65m) and Derivative protocols ($2.29b), which
makes a total of $27.1b in TVL according to Defi Llama.
SAM (Service Available market)
Since the B.protocol is currently optimized only for liquidations for Lending and CDP protocols, the available market
for providing backstop services includes those protocol categories whose total TVL is currently $32.97b.
SOM (Service Obtainable Market)
B.protocol backstop BAMM, according to the dashboard from their website, is integrated on Hundred Finance on
Fantom - $6.44m, Arbitrum - $3.65m, and Polygon- 5.95m (on all chains $17.94m), Liquidity on Ethereum - $560m,
and Vesta finance on Arbitrum - $16.11m. An affiliate program for Rari protocol* ($340.49m) isolated lending pools is
also underway, which should represent more opportunities for liquidation due to the fact that these are potentially
riskier markets. The sum of all integrations is 932.05m TVL - which is a relevant indicator in the context of market
size. However, in order to more accurately determine the Bprotocol obtainable market, it is necessary, to sum up
outstanding debt from the obtainable markets (integrations).
●
●
●
●

Liquity - $314m (issued lUSD)
Vesta - $3.8m (VST)
Hundred finance - $17.13m
Rari protocol - $170.84m

Thus, in the short term the total service obtainable market in outstanding debt for BAMM integrations is $503.31m.
The stated SOM amount (in outstanding debt) is the minimum because it is expected more integrations of BAMM in
the coming period. In the medium to long term, the B.protocol SOM can reach the 50% size of the SAM for Lending
protocols category with a size of $7.81b, and 25% of the CDP category (excluding Maker DAO) with a size ~$2.3b,
which is overall ~$10b. With the projection of TVL and outstanding debt ratio for current integrations (53%), B.protocol
can capture ~10b TVL with ~5.3b of outstanding debt.
Protocol's target market size is large and shows signs of sustainable growth.
Score: 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer:
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B.protocol don't have direct competition in form of backstop liquidation protocols with yield generating functions (IDLE
component). Leading lending protocols in the Defi sector such as Aave, Euler finance, Compound, and Maker DAO
(CDP) have their own liquidation systems and each of these solutions is different. Lending and CDP protocols seem to
have identified the opportunity and potential of liquidation markets to develop additional revenue or simply control the
systematic risk of their own protocol.
Maker DAO uses an open market auction model, but Maker is with MIP 45 upgrade liquidation system on Liquidation
2.0 which uses the Dutch auction liquidation model, accepts partial bids (previous lots of 50,000 DAI), supports flash
loans and potential DEX and aggregator integration.
Compound and Aave operate under a fixed spread liquidation model that allows a liquidator to purchase collateral at a
fixed discount when repaying debt. That fixed discount is also called liquidation premium and in Aave's case, every
asset has a different liquidation premium rate, between 5%-10%, while Compound has a 10% premium on all
liquidations.
Euler finance introduced a new and more flexible approach to liquidations with variable liquidation discounts, stability
pools for each market, and dynamic close factor (soft liquidation).
Maybe the closest B.protocol competitor is Keeper DAO - “protocol that incentivizes pooled participation in keeper
strategies which manage liquidations, rebalances, and arbitrages on Defi applications spanning trading, exchange, and
lending.” But B.protocol and Keeper DAO on January 2022 was announced a partnership.
B.protocol currently has no direct competitors and functions as the benchmark for potential newcomers in that market
sector.
Score: 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
Answer:

Bprotocol v2 currently is integrated as a backstop liquidity solution on:
● Liquity protocol - BAMM integration on top of Liquity to enable automatic rebalancing of users’ positions in
Liquity Stability Pool once liquidations are taking place
● Hundred Finance - BAMM is integrated on the lending protocol on 3 different networks - Arbitrum, Polygon and
Fantom
● Vesta Finance, integrated B.protocols smart contracts in order to automates the rebalancing process after
liquidations
● Fuse (Rari/Fei/Tribe), from B.protocol docs: “B.Protocol is integrated with Fuse (Rari Capital/ Fei/ Tribe) and
offers its backstop to any new or existing pool on any EVM compatible chain.”
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B.protocol v1 is still supported but is deprecated, and that version is integrated on top of
● Compound
● MakerDAO
Protocol has some integrations into other protocols, but for B.protocol business model requires more horizontal
integrations in order to create more revenue streams.

Score: 8

2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behavior in the protocol, and the ability of the
token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer:
BPRO token serves only as a governance token, and reward/payment token for protocol contributors. BPRO has no
capabilities which can improve protocol operations.
The score is 2 because Bprotocol doesn't use the potential from the token-economics mechanism, and 2 points on the
score are for BPRO governance utility. The BPRO token market price doesn't correlate with protocol performance
(executed liquidations) and thus a strong and unique value proposition is not exploited - an asset that earns passive
yield and acts as a hedge against market downturn at the same time.
Score: 2
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b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer:

The B.Protocol token, BPRO, was launched at 8:23:39 AM GMT on April 29th, 2021, with the following initial allocation:

(source: B.protocol forum)
Initial distribution of the BPRO token was aligned with Bprotocol v1 and BPRO allocation to these 3 groups is not
aligned with B.protocol v2:
●
●
●

Genesis Backstop liquidators (2,5%)
First liquidity mining program (2,5%)
Early users (9,9%)
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Also the total supply of BPRO token don't have a cap, so it is possible that the BPRO token total supply of 10,000,000
be increased after 4 years from BPRO launch by decision of BPRO holders. The vesting period of 4 years for
developers' allocation is reasonable.
Later, B.protocol raised 2.2m in a seed round led by 1kx Capital with participation from Robot Ventures, Spartan Group,
Primitive Ventures, and Angel DAO. According to Medium article investors’ tokens will be gradually unlocked over a
period of 4 years (until May 2025).
The score is 8 because more than 50% of BPRO token initial distribution was allocated to DAO treasury and 10% for
early users which generally allows DAO formation. The -7 points on the score are because the initial BPRO distribution
isn't aligned with B.protocol v2. At this point, the protocol has realized opportunity cost by changing strategy because
the initial allocation of 14.9% BPRO tokens to 3 mentioned groups of users represents a loss in context on attracting
target users with the new protocol strategy.

Score: 8

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inflation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justifiable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does it
incentivise positive-sum behaviour? Are the benefits flowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
Answer:
According to the B.protocol thread on the governance forum:

“Perpetual minting
●
●

1,325,000 BPRO per year will be minted into a Reservoir contract, which will be under the control of the DAO,
and will be used to onboard new participants into the governance, in any way the DAO will see fit.
825,000 BPRO per year will be distributed for devs. In the first year, this will be sent to an address controlled
by the founding team, but the founding team will not vote.”

The score is lower by -4 because issuance seems reasonable from the current perspective but isn't ideal because isn't
aligned with B.protocol v2. Protocol v2 requires more external incentives to achieve more integration and new user
acquisitions which is not the case at the moment. However, the situation is not favorable for similar programs due to
the extremely low price of tokens in $ denomination, so the expected effect would probably not be achieved. The
B.protocol token economics model at this moment doesn't have mechanisms (sinks) with which it could leverage a
native token to improve the protocol performance.
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Score: 6

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer:
Currently, B.protocol doesn't have a value capture model, in other words, the BPRO token isn't able to accrue and
distribute value to token holders. On the B.protocol forum and Snapshot can be seen that BIP-14 (fee activation)
voting was passed but it's not yet visible if the protocol collect mentioned fees. B.protocol DAO treasury, according to
data from DeepDAO and Boardroom apps, contains only BPRO tokens. But after asking about BIP-14 fee activation in
protocol Discord, the community provides me following addresses where is possible to check protocol earned fees:
Hundred/Vesta fee pool: https://arbiscan.io/address/0xf2bb803010fa55ab60af1a4740d1a1d6c9c93a39#code
Hundred Fantom fee pool: https://ftmscan.com/address/0x8f95c99d8f2d03729c1300e59fc38299d831a7f7
Liquity fee pool: https://etherscan.io/address/0x7095F0B91A1010c11820B4E263927835A4CF52c9
After activation of fee mechanism (BIP-14) protocol earnings are around ~$37k. The score is 3 because protocol
revenue exists but isn't captured and distributed with the protocol token economics model.
Score: 3

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer:

From decentralized exchanges, BPRO token is available only on Uniswap with very low liquidity - $3,977 with $3,380
daily trading volume and on 2 centralized exchanges - Hotbit and BKEX.
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(source: CoinGecko)

The score is 1 because BPRO is available on market but with very low liquidity and high slippage.
Score: 1

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer:
BPRO can be deposited in Hats Finance vault for bug bounty liquidity providing program in order to earn Hats Finance
NFT airdrops and farm $HATS token when it will be launched (with retroactive airdrop). It is also possible to provide
liquidity for BPRO/WETH pair on Uniswap v2.
Score: 2

3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favors
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer:

Bprotocol core team is highly credible and public:
Yaron Velner -.founder and CEO, LinkedIn
Eitan Katchka - Head of Ecosystem Development, LinkedIn
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Shmuel Disraeli - Full Stack Engineer, LinkedIn, Github

Score: 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer:

Yaron Velner senior software engineer and computer science Ph.D. graduate, with working experience as CTO at Kyber
Network. Yaron is one of the global top contributors to the Ethereum Bug Bounty Program.
Eitan Katchka Head of Ecosystem Development has working experience as Product Manager at BMBY software
systems Ltd and COO at MaterialsZone.
Bprotocol Github contributors:
Jitendra Chittoda - formerly at Bprotocol, LinkedIn, Twitter, Github
Uwe Voelker - contributor, Github (not active at Bprotocol last time)
Community:
A lot of work around Bprotocol is done by a community in fields like social media management, token economics,
content creation, and business development. The most active members of the B.protocol community are a7om,
TragedyStruck, Austrian_Guy, Strategista, and GTRminator.
By establishing Risk DAO in collaboration with 1kx VC perhaps most relevantly demonstrates the skill level possessed
by the B.protocol team (collective).

Score: 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
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the industry?
Answer:

B.protocol team members Yaron Velner and Eitan Katchka are highly active in public discussion about Defi,
precisely about Defi liquidations.
Yaron Velner - Bankless
Yaron discussion with Euler Head of Risk on Twitter
Arbitrum AMA - Yaron Velner and Eitan Katchka
Discussion with Liquity - Yaron Velner and Eitan Katchka
CRE8R AMA - Yaron Velner and Eitan Katchka
FTM live stream - Eitan Katchka
Chainlink live - Eitan Katchka
Cryptowise - Eitan Katchka
Dystopia Labs - Yaron Velner
Robert Ventures - Yaron Velner
Gabriel Haines - Yaron Velner
DEX.guru - Eitan Katchka
The B.protocol team members Yaron Velner and Eitan Katchka actively participate in the public debate about Defi
liquidations as thought leaders.
Score: 5

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer:

B.Protocol Secures $2.2M in a Seed Round, led by 1kx, with participation from Robot Ventures, Spartan Group,
Primitive Ventures, and Angel DAO. According to Medium article:” The investors’ tokens were sent from the B.Protocol
devs’ reserve to vesting smart contracts and will be gradually unlocked in a period of 4 years (until May 2025).”
B.protocol team formed B.protocol Growth Squad made up of members of the B.protocol community with the aim of
increasing awareness about B.protocol and expanding the protocol community.
Bprotocol in collaboration with 1kx launched Risk DAO, according to Medium article:”that will focus on providing a new,
open source risk assessment framework and associated audits to DeFi lending and borrowing protocols as well as L1
networks.”
The score is lower by -2 because of changing protocol strategy (v1 to v2) after initial token allocation.
Score: 8
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4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.



a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer:
B.protocol founder Yaron Velner statement on multi-sig:
“Admin keys on B.protocol v1 and v2 don't control user fund, except Hundred Finance deployment which has 2-out-of-2
multi-sig with timelock, together with Hundred finance multi-sig.”
From B.protocol governance forum: “The multisig will control the liquidation proceed parameters, which will be decided
by the DAO. Despite an appearance of a conflict of interest, the security model is not being weakened. While a malicious
backstop could nullify all proceed sharing, this is no different from a malicious backstop that simply stops liquidating
(leaving the proceed sharing at 0). Conflict of interest may arise if a malicious backstop refuses to on-board additional
members, and in that event, the DAO would have the ability to revoke the multisig power by an on-chain voting. It should
be noted that in any period, the multisig will not have any control over the user deposited funds.”
From B.protocol Risk page: “The protocol was designed with the intention that no protocol upgrade could result in loss
of user funds, or in obtaining custody over user funds. The development team does not have admin keys to trigger any
update in the protocol, and it can be upgraded only with decisions that are made by the liquidators and/or the users. In
the event of an undesired protocol change, a user can disable the protocol functionally, and interact with the
underlying lending platform directly.”
Admin keys are operable by multi-sig but don't control user funds, only liquidation proceeds parameters that are
decided by DAO. The score is lower by -5 because of existing admin keys and possible malicious behavior, but user
funds are never at risk.
Score: 15

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
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much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer:
BPRO holders participate in governance over protocol via the Snapshot platform which serves more as signal voting,
while governance has some influence on operations. BPRO token holders mostly have influence over
●
●
●

Activation protocol fees
BPRO incentive/rewarding programs
Partnerships with other protocols or using their products

BPRO holders have influence over decisions about protocol interaction with other protocols, using different products,
and using protocol incentives mechanism. The score is lower by -7 because BPRO holders voting over Snapshot
serves as signal voting and BPRO holders have some influence on protocol operations.
Score: 8

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practised by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer:
According to Boardroom, Bprotocol DAO has in total of 14 proposals, 135 unique voters, and 1472 (~30 smart
contracts) token holders which means voter participation is around 10%. Some proposals took the place in the same
Snapshot voting event and a few of them had multiple choices.
The following image is presented user activity on B.protocol governance forum:
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(source: Bprotocol forum)
B.protocol community shows more activity on Discord channels where is possible to see more than 5 active governors
around every topic.
The score is lower by -2 because of low governors' activity in the governance forum, but debate and discussions take
place on Discord. However, every serious discussion about BIPs (B.protocol Improvement proposal) took place on the
governance forum, but there were only 14 BIPs with an average of 3-5 governors per discussion.
Score: 3

d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer:
B.protocol for governance uses the following infrastructure and technology:
Discord is the main channel for community interaction, communication, support, and discussion about protocol
improvements.
Discourse Forum
Snapshot - off-chain voting platform
Coordinape Circle is used by B.protocol Growth Squad
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Governor Bravo
Tally
Protocol has reliable and usable off-chain and on-chain voting infrastructure and available communication channels
for discussions - Discord and Discourse forum. DAO also uses Coordinape tool for better coordination between
protocol contributors.
Score: 10

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer:
B.protocol has a formal governance process and BIP (B.protocol Improvement Proposal) template with
documentation is available on the B.protocol forum. B.protocol governance process:
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(source: Boardroom)
B.protocol has a formal governance process that isn't robust because the only requirement for the governor to vote is
to hold BPRO tokens in the wallet.
Score: 7

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
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Answer:

B.protocol is an Israel-based LTD company with an address on Menachem Begin 121, Tel Aviv, Israel. From B.protocol
Terms and Services on Governance Forum:

“Israel will govern any dispute related to these terms or your use of the forum. You and the company agree to seek
injunctions related to these terms only in state or federal court in Tel Aviv. Neither you nor the company will object to
jurisdiction, forum, or venue in those courts. Other than to seek an injunction or for claims under the Computer Fraud
and Abuse Act, you and the company will resolve any dispute by binding American Arbitration Association arbitration.
Arbitration will follow the AAA’s Commercial Arbitration Rules and Supplementary Procedures for Consumer-Related
Disputes. Arbitration will happen in Tel Aviv. You will settle any dispute as an individual, and not as part of a class
action or other representative proceeding, whether as the plaintiff or a class member. No arbitrator will consolidate any
dispute with any other arbitration without the company’s permission.”
B.protocol is also mentioned as part of Smart Contract Labs LTD, an accelerator that provides seed funding and all
accelerator services and holds a minority stake in the startups. SCL is on Pitchbook labeled as the largest utility
business group in Hungary. Apart from the mention in the Hundred Finance documentation, no connection was found
between the two companies.
A legal entity is connected to the protocol and public information about the entity is available.

Score: 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer:

Israel is top-tier jurisdiction with applicable laws which already have characterized cryptocurrency as a security
subject to Israel Security Law.
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(source: Thomson Reuters)

Score: 10
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